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compatibel with all version windows systems, including windows 7, vista, xp, 8, 8.1,10, it is the simple text capture tool that works with all windows applications
and controls, and can automatically capture any text on the computer screen. textcatch is an easy to use, efficient and easy to use replacement for the classic
built-in 'print screen' key, that enables you to take a picture of any part of the screen, or clipboard content. there is no need to install any additional software;
simply copy the desired text to any other system via a simple drag and drop. textcatch is free and lightweight, less than 4 mbytes. full-featured text capture tool
with multiple capture modes, such as document, web pages, and clipboard to paste; and it can batch capture multiple text regions and save as multiple files. it is
an easy to use, efficient and easy to use replacement for the classic built-in 'print screen' key, that enables you to take a picture of any part of the screen, or
clipboard content. rapidly capture and ocr text from any document or web page. the text is automatically saved to a text file, or can be opened in almost any text
editor, producing accurate text transcription of the captured text, including both regular text and graphics, hyperlinks, stamps, signatures and annotations. full
support for multi-language text. textcatch is an easy to use, efficient and easy to use replacement for the classic built-in 'print screen' key, that enables you to
take a picture of any part of the screen, or clipboard content. capture and process text from all windows controls, such as button; combobox; edit; listbox;
statusbar; richedit; static; listview; rviw; oolbar, intrnt explorr_srvr. textcatch works with all windows controls and images, such as capturs words from document,
web pages, images, jpgs, jpegs and gifs, and converts to a text file or word processor to save, including the text, hyperlinks, stamps, signatures and annotations.
there is no need to install any additional software; simply copy the desired text to any other system via a simple drag and drop.
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textcatch is a windows-only application. it's easy to use and capture text from your computer desktop, web pages and more. you can capture text from any
windows program, web page, word processor, spreadsheet, image, video or html page. textcatch is a simple, free program that lets you capture text from your
desktop, websites, and more. it's simple, intuitive, and offers several options to help you customize your capture experience. the program worked well, but its

inability to capture from images (pdfs, jpgs, gifs, and so on) is a major limitation. ,thumbnailurl: photo software,applicationsubcategory:photo
editors,image:null,description:textcatch is a windows text capture program with features and options such as capture and process on-screen text of most windows
control seen on your computer, capture all items of folder trees, file lists, status lines, text content of messages and dialog boxes, the result can be saved in ascii

format, not bitmap or graphics, can run as an out-of-process com server. it enables your com environment applications to capture text easily now.
,operatingsystem:windows,softwareversion:2.8,url:textcatch pulls words from any document or web site, operating very much like a screenshot tool. with simple
controls and excellent results, this program is great for anyone needing to copy text. textcatch is a powerful windows text capture program with many features
and options. it allows to capturing text from windows screen, under the control of. textcatch was designed to be a powerful windows text capture program with

many features and options. it allows to capturing text from. 5ec8ef588b
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